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A U.S. federal lawsuit to block JetBlue Airways Corp’s (JBLU.O) purchase of Spirit

Airlines (SAVE.N).

Raising hurdles for future airline deals, making it harder for companies to pursue

growth and manage costs.

The U.S. Justice Department’s lawsuit on Tuesday comes at a time when U.S.

carriers are struggling to boost capacity because of shortages of pilots and

aircraft. They are also facing higher costs following a run-up in fuel and labor

bills.
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Mergers and acquisitions are a time-honored way for companies to both boost

revenue and pro�t through cost cutting. But the DOJ lawsuit could send a chill through

airline boardrooms, said Addison Schonland, partner at consulting �rm AirInsight.

But the cost pressures are so onerous, airlines will have no choice but to keep kicking

the tires on deals, he said.

“The hurdle has gone up clearly,” Schonland said. “This is going to slow things down,

but it won’t stop it.”

If the Justice Department scuttles the $3.8 billion JetBlue-Spirit deal, he said the two

airlines may look at other ways to collaborate, including codeshare agreements in

which airlines market and sell tickets on the same �ight under their own name and

�ight number.

Some Democratic lawmakers are not in favor of a further consolidation in the industry

on concerns it would harm consumer interests. American Airlines (AAL.O), United

Airlines (UAL.O), Delta Air Lines (DAL.N) and Southwest Airlines (LUV.N) control 80%

of the domestic market.

“Americans want more choices and lower prices for airline tickets, not another giant

merger,” U.S. Senator Elizabeth Warren said on Twitter on Tuesday.

Any airline seeking a merger under the Biden administration will have to be “very

careful” about its choices and the way it plans to create value for the traveling public,
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said Henry Harteveldt, founder of travel consultancy Atmosphere Research Group.

“The government has said that it is not going to rubber- stamp mergers,” he said.

The lawsuit against the JetBlue-Spirit deal was widely expected because of the Biden

administration’s crackdown on large deals between publicly listed companies,

analysts said.

In fact, Spirit kept citing it as a risk when it initially spurned JetBlue’s offers.

Yet the New York-based carrier refused to give up its pursuit of Spirit as it viewed the

deal as a way to expand its domestic footprint. It tried to buy Virgin America in 2016,

but lost out to Alaska Air Group Inc (ALK.N).

JetBlue has argued the Sprit deal, which would create the �fth-largest U.S. carrier with

a market share of 9%, was good for competition and would allow it to better compete

with the big airlines.

“By coming together, we will expand JetBlue’s unique offering – where customers do

not have to choose between a low fare and a great experience – to boost competition

nationally,” the airline said on Tuesday.

The Justice Department said the planned merger will result in “higher fares and fewer

seats, harming millions of consumers on hundreds of routes.”
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Amitabh Bachchan shares health
update with his fans post his rib
cartilage injury

US lawsuit to block JetBlue-Spirit
merger casts chill over future
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PWD to focus on community
roads

No Eintracht fans in Napoli for
Champions League return leg -
Bundesliga club

Chanel takes glittering, camellia-
themed line-up to Paris catwalk

Funding for female policing
leadership development continues

All Black Savea suspended for one
week after throat-slitting gesture PM meets Fiji Water owners

EU, UK, Swiss probe suspected
fragrance cartel, Givaudan
con�rms cooperation

Brilliant Ben�ca crush Brugge to
reach Champions League last
eight
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Eurovision Song Contest �nal
tickets sell out in 36 minutes

Chelsea beat Dortmund 2-0 to
reach Champions League quarters

Fernandes captaincy at Man Utd
questioned after frustrated display

Tabuya pays tribute to Fijian
women; gender-based violence
prevalent

China warns U.S. to stop
suppression or risk 'con�ict'

Musk says Twitter could be cash
�ow-positive next quarter

Women's stories stand out in
Oscars race, but Hollywood
lagging in gender parity

Georgians throw stones, petrol
bombs at police in protest over
new law

England vice-captain Lawes ruled
out of Six Nations game against
France

Dollar jumps as Powell �ags
higher terminal rate

UK tells small-boat migrants: we
will detain and deport you

Tesla's next generation smaller car
to operate mostly autonomously-
Musk
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Holi celebrated in an environment
of freedom: Professor Prasad

S&P cuts Nissan credit rating to
junk status

Taiwan warns of China's 'repeated
provocations'

Fiji faces mounting debt without
changes to government �nances:
Prasad

Iran accuses school poisoning
suspects of links to foreign media,
riots -state media Reuters

Construction of $5 million Toga
Bridge begins

Churchill Park needs to be a sea of
blue FCEF launches a new logo

We need to be sharper and faster:
Rodu

Senivota chases her volleyball
dream

Arsenal celebrations against
Bournemouth to be investigated
by FA

Brazil police carry out more raids
as part of Jan. 8 riots probe
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Schools to resume today
ACTBOX Turkey's anti-Erdogan
bloc vows to reverse his legacy

North Korea warns US against
shooting down missile tests

Fiscal review committee members
announced

New mentoring program for
women journalists

European Investment Bank new
o�ce to open in Fiji

Education Ministry announces
acting appointments Crusaders will be ruthless: Byrne
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Former PS resigns from ATH
board as new directors appointed

Rasolea de�es the odds for rugby
passion

Tourism Industry achieves 93%
visitor satisfaction rating

Northern Ireland's DUP begin
month-long consultation on post-
Brexit deal

Accident claims life of 62-year-old Fiji Football U15 squad named
Bargain Box upgrades Labasa
store

Drua and Jack’s of Fiji strengthen
ties

China says if US does not change
path towards it there will 'surely be
con�ict'

California to not do business with
Walgreens over abortion pills
issue, Governor says

Paramount Global mulls sale of
majority stake in BET

Australian o�cials warn of
bush�re threat as heatwave grips
Sydney
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$2.25 million grant to Health
Ministry

Twitter's lead EU regulator
concerned over blue tick roll-out

Giambattista Valli �lls fall runway
show with tweeds at Paris
Fashion Week

Czech company sees boom in
market for fake tanks, HIMARS

California to not do business with
Walgreens over abortion pills
issue, Governor says

Push to give Biden new powers to
ban TikTok moves ahead in
Congress

Australian cerebral palsy advocate
hopes Disney creates princess
with disabilities

$15k starting pay for 7s women
and men: Tuiloa

Partnership focuses on female
leadership in policing

Defence to challenge interview in
murder case

Saudi Arabia deposits $5 bln in
Turkey's central bank - statement

More work needed to break
stereotypes
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Taiwan warns of China military's
'sudden entry' close to island Fiji to face nemesis again
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Two released on bail over alleged
assault Black Ferns win Vancouver 7s Man dies after wharf mishap

Chinese companies hang onto
dollars, hedge to prepare for
volatile yuan

Step-father pleads not guilty to
rape charge

Russia's Wagner chief warns of
frontline collapse if forced to
retreat from Bakhmut

TikTok a potential target in
upcoming US bill to ban some
foreign tech Brace for more rain

Fijiana �nishes �fth in Vancouver
Focus needed on food and
agriculture Suva Grammar out of FSSRL ACCF remains concerned
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Real Madrid title hopes dented
with goalless draw at Betis

Estonia's Kallas in �rst place in
parliamentary election

Manchester United meltdown was
unprofessional, says angry Ten
Hag Interest growing in Port Denarau

Local talent gets a chance

Kostyuk dedicates �rst title to
those '�ghting and dying' in
Ukraine

Pierre Cardin returns to Paris
Fashion Week with space age
lineup

Asia stocks rally, bonds tense for
U.S. rate tests
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Several roads closed in the
western division

Fire destroys homes Cox's Bazar
refugee camp in Bangladesh

Britain's Prince Harry invited to
King Charles's coronation
-spokesperson

Number of areas in the West
�ooded

Scholarship to recognize women’s
contribution

University campuses closed due
to adverse weather conditions

Three losses in Vancouver for Fiji
7s

Greeks protest over deadly train
crash, station master jailed
pending trial

Another Norfolk Southern train
derails in Ohio; railroad says no
toxins aboard Habosi scores �rst Top14 try Fijiana 7s beats Great Britain

NSO’s draft policy to help Sports
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Byrne raises concerns on
language barrier All schools closed today

Ravai removed from role; moved
to another Police look for missing teen

Billionaire investor Mark Mobius
says he cannot take money out of
China -FOX Business

370 schools devastated by
cyclones since 2016

Lethal Liverpool smash
Manchester United for seven in
record win

Health budget should focus on
preventing NCD

13 children undergo successful
heart surgeries

Rice industry contributing 20
percent to market

China proffers 'peaceful
reuni�cation', Taiwan says respect
our democracy

Protection of natural resources is
crucial: Tubuna
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O�cers ready for UN Police
Peacekeeping Mission Inclusivity is a must: Tabuya

Nations secure U.N. global high
seas biodiversity pact

History made as Dolphins stun
Roosters in season opener

Israelis rally again against
government's judicial overhaul

More training needed in yacht
industry: Rasch

Discussions held on proposed
Foreign Services Institute Fiji out of Vancouver 7s
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